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June 30. 2015

Consumer Opinion LLC
1930 Village Center Circle #3-6853
Las Vegas. NV 89134

RE: Review #383610 (Anonymous)
Comment Jar 02 #924419 (Jdub)
Comment lan 02 #924423 (J dub)
Comment Jun 02 #990858 (Anonvmous)

Dear Consumer Opinion LLC:

I am writing to notif.y you that the above-referenced revieu and comments are in violation of
your Terms ofService. specifically Section 2: Online Conduct. which prohibits "defamatory.
inaccurate. abusive, obscene. profane, offensive. threatening. [or] harassing. . . material."

Most blatantly. Comment Jun 02 #990858 states in its entirety:

THIS GUY IS A COMPLETE CLOWN..HE SHOULD BE DIS-BARRED.I RECENTLY
FOUND OUT EVEN HiS PEERS LAUGH AT THIS ]OKER.HE IS SUPER LAZY AND
ABSOLUTELY THE RUDEST PERSON EVER..I AM ONE OF MANY PEOPLE THIS
MAN HAS RUINED THEIR LIFE.HOW CAN HE SLEEP AT NIGHT.....

This comment contains nothing but defamatory and abusive language.

ln addition to being inaccurate. Review #383610 states. among, other things:

What they do is hope that you have done all your homework and your doctor
will have to say that you are unable to do any job. Scott D Lewis LLC only
relies on everyone else's hard work; then he gambles with his mere'thin air'
the day of your hearing. I say gambling because it seems that he does no
more to prepare for the hearing them to show up, find out the judges
percentage of denials, talks loud and arrogantly while he rolls the dice with
other lives to get paid.

***

He is impotent as a lawyer and should never be able to sleep at night because
he knows this and takes cases anyway.



The Best advice for disabled persons filing in Indianapolis: Do NOT hire Scott
Lewis of Indianapolis, Indiana he is a complete fake and only posses Isic] as a
lawyer to gamble with your life[,] which now will be harder than you can ever
imagine if he is needed in any capacity . . .

Finally, Comments Jan 02 #924419 and Jan 02 #924423 are inaccurate and refer to me as

"completely incompetent" and "a supreme incompetent."

Therefore. I respectlully request that you honor your Terms of Service by removing these posts.

Ifthey are not removed within thirty days ofthe date of this letter, I will file suit and subpoena
your company for the identities of these posters. Be assured that I will pursue any means
available to ensure that this defamatory and patently untrue information is taken down.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Scott D. Lewis
Attorney at Law

I

Yours truly,

SDL/jmj


